Temporal nonlinearity revealed by transient evoked otoacoustic emissions recorded to trains of multiple clicks.
A series of detailed experiments is described that investigates how a transient evoked otoacoustic emission (TEOAE) recorded to one-click stimulus is affected by the presence of a variable number of preceding clicks presented over a range of interclick intervals (ICIs). Part of the rationale was to determine if the resulting nonlinear temporal interactions could help explain the amplitude reduction seen when TEOAEs are recorded at very high click rates, as when using maximum length sequence stimulation. Amongst the findings was that the presence of a preceding train of clicks could either suppress or enhance emission amplitude, depending on the number of clicks in the train and the ICI. Results also indicated that the duration of the click trains, rather than the ICI, was the important factor in yielding the most suppressed response and that this seemed to depend on stimulus level. The results recorded at two levels also suggested that the cochlear temporal nonlinearity being monitored was in part related to the nonlinear process that determines the compressive input/output function for stimulus level. It is hypothesised that nonlinear temporal overlap of vibration patterns on the basilar membrane may underlie much of the pattern of results.